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WELCOME TO THIRD SHIFT
THIRD SHIFT is a contemporary art festival presented by Third Space, a notfor-profit artist run centre, that includes temporary installations, interventions,
performances, projections, and events. The festival spans three days (August
14th-16th) and includes a variety of presentations and workshops before
concluding on the evening of the 16th with a night-time public art exhibition
throughout Uptown Saint John.
Created as a platform for new experiences and communal exchange, THIRD
SHIFT aims to offer Saint John residents and visitors a unique opportunity to
engage with contemporary art and re-imagine urban space.

LAND
acknowledgment
Third Space would like to acknowledge that the land on which THIRD SHIFT
takes place is the traditional unceded territory of the Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq
Peoples. This territory is covered by the “Treaties of Peace and Friendship”
which Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq Peoples first signed with the British crown in
1725. The treaties did not deal with surrender of lands and resources but in
fact recognized Mi’kmaq and Wolastoqiyik title and established the rules for
what was to be an ongoing relationship between nations.

A NOTE FROM
THIRD SPACE
Third Space Gallery is the only artist-run centre in Saint John and works
with and within the city’s wider community to produce and present a range of
interdisciplinary contemporary art projects and exhibitions. The gallery works
with local, national and international artists to raise the understanding and
appreciation of contemporary art through exploratory, challenging, and critical
projects that are relevant to residents of Saint John while connecting to larger
global conversations.
Third Space Gallery’s role within the Saint John arts community is to facilitate
the exhibition of noncommercial contemporary art projects. Without a
physical space of its own, the gallery is able to adopt innovative, contextually
relevant, and responsive approaches to the presentation and interpretation of
contemporary art.
In 2015, Third Space launched its signature annual event THIRD SHIFT,
a night-time exhibition of public contemporary art projects which span
the historic area of Uptown Saint John. The festival brings thousands of
people to the streets of Saint John every year to appreciate and experience
contemporary art by local and international artists.
I am very excited to be part of an exceptional team and committed board! Our
collective efforts enable us to attract and inspire artists and leaders, and drive
the gallery forward. Explore, experience, and enjoy THIRD SHIFT 2019!
Thank you for helping us make this incredible event happen!
Zoë Boyd
Third Space Gallery
Board President

THIRD SHIFT
CONsTELLATION SERIES
Sponsored by the Sheila Hugh Mackay Foundation, the THIRD SHIFT
Constellation Series is a curated selection of works by New Brunswick artists
dispersed throughout the art-after-dark exhibition. Audiences are given the
opportunity to see life in the province through the eyes of young artists as
they engage with its cultural, architectural, and natural landscape. Not unlike
a constellation in the night’s sky—each work shines on its own—but after
observing and considering them collectively, new meanings can be inferred
while a larger picture takes shape. Together, the works address the region’s
natural and built environments, and how we, as humans, have the agency to
impact each one through either neglect or care.
In Nathan Cann’s monoprint diptych, Ghosts, he fragments and records
imagery of Uptown Saint John’s historic architecture. Using photographs
of hundred year old doors, alleyways, and industrial spaces—some in
their current state and others from archival sources—time and space meld
together, encouraging viewers to consider the legacy of these spaces, their
enduring presence, or their ghostly absence.
KC Wilcox’s cast sculpture series, Shedding, draws attention to the
traces we leave in our absence. In focusing care and attention on objects
otherwise deemed trash, Wilcox draws awareness to the process by which
an object becomes discarded, unsheltered, and thereby wild. Given that all
of the objects she cast were found on Tin Can Beach—the last remaining
natural coastline on Saint John’s south peninsula—they carry with them
a particular reverence that attests to the negative impact humans have
had on a landscape long occupied and monopolized by industry. Chris
Donovan also focuses his work on the impact of industry in Saint John in
his photographic series The Cloud Factory. Dononvan consistently spends
time with communities in the city who are impacted by the heavy industry
that surrounds them. In doing so, his work reveals a cycle of environmental
classism where generations of people are subjected to pollution that
perpetuates poverty and, at times, illness.
In his performance piece The Rúnatal Prototype John Edward Cushnie
tested the limits of the human body in its surrounding elements by spending
three days and two nights in an ash tree. Cushnie based this exercise in
endurance on a feat described in Norse mythology where the god Odin
underwent a quest for wisdom in a sacred ash.

Cushnie had to make compromises to the original narrative as the initial myth
would not be physically possible for a human to replicate and survive. The
performance therefore speaks to human vulnerability in nature and attests that
regardless of human advancement, we are still at the mercy of the elements.
In Collectif HAT’s audiovisual installation, Variations Botaniques/Botanic
Variations, they allow nature to literally overtake the man-made environment
by projecting a variety of New Brunswick flora onto uptown architecture. As
flowers, leaves, and boughs undulate and move across the brick surface, the
threshold between the built environment and its surrounding ecosystem is
blurred, providing an opportunity to reflect on the importance of green space
in contemporary urbanization.
Sarah Jones’ installations that comprise In Following Our Common Desires/
Small Acts of Bipedal Resistance demonstrate the ways in which humans,
specifically pedestrians, operate within and occupy urban green spaces.
By tracing desire paths—trails made visible by foot traffic that do not follow
formally delineated walkways—Jones aims to remind citizens of the agency
and autonomy they possess within their own lives as well as within the
environment they inhabit. Constellation Series artist in residence Amy Ash
also ventures to empower her audiences to create the world they wish to
see. Ash’s participatory project Posing the Pluriverse asks its diverse range
of participants to imagine all possible realities and dimensions. Members of
l’Arche, newcomer youth at the Saint John YMCA, and the public at large
have created collages imagining their ideal future, or utopia. Ash then expands
the collages to a scale larger-than-life and uses them as a photo backdrop,
allowing participants to enter the worlds of others and document their journey.
By making visible many ways of living, thinking, and knowing, Ash’s work
encourages empathy and collaboration.
In positioning these works together they plot out an image of New Brunswick
that is both critical and hopeful. In 2019, the cyclical nature of our relationship
with our environment has never been more palpable—we impact it, it
impacts us and, in turn, we impact each other. The artists in this series have
encouraged us to consider our immediate surroundings while also connecting
us with conversations and issues that span globally—reaching beyond
materiality, and beyond time, to encourage us to see the agency we have in
forming the future.
Christiana Myers
Constellation Series Curator
Third Space Gallery Programming Coordinator

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
A. LOCAL 107.3FM + CHQC 105,7FM RADIO
Local FM has been a key member of the Saint John community for over 25 years.
Originally a student radio club on the UNBSJ campus, the station has grown from
a low-power low-reach campus club to a Saint John-spanning independent nonprofit organization. CHQC aims to inform, entertain and unite the francophone
community of Saint John. CHQC 105,7 FM is the only francophone radio station
in the city and broadcasts from their studio located at the Samuel-de-Champlain
school center.
Both stations will be broadcasting live the night of THIRD SHIFT.
B. BACK RIVER LADY
Cheryl Johnston is a crafty lady living in the backwoods of New Brunswick. “I
love rural life: It gives me the space and freedom to be myself with the inspiring
landscapes of wilderness. I like seeing what nature surprises me with and
discovering what I can create and share with others.”
Visit Cheryl at Tuck Interiors to see her taxidermy a squirrel.
C. FUNDY FRINGE
Binge the Fringe! From August 19th to 24th Fringe takes over Uptown Saint
John with theatre, dance, magic, and music for all tastes. Edgy, uncensored and
innovative live performing arts. More information available at fundyfringefestival.
com
D. ACAP SAINT JOHN
ACAP Saint John is a community-based, non-profit organization that encourages
communication, partnership and active involvement from all sectors of the Saint
John community in managing our local environment.
E. SAINT JOHN WATER / CHALKMASTER DAVE
Chalkmaster Dave made his name as a sidewalk artist while busking on the
streets of Toronto and now captivates audiences from across Canada and around
the world with his stunning chalk murals that come to life before their eyes. He
has made a significant name for himself and has a client list that includes big
brand names such as Google, Coca-Cola, The Globe and Mail, Nike and Pearl
Jam.
With 3D open-trench images inspired by the city’s renewed drinking water
system and its transformation from the very first municipal drinking water
system in Canada, Dave’s art will provide a unique look at the city’s investment
in its underground infrastructure. Sponsored by Saint John Water, Dave will be
chalking the sidewalks at the foot of South Market Street near the Saint John City
Market and in front of Barbour’s General store.
F. CREATIVE CONNECTIONS / the land of lost and found
Imagine what would happen if magic spilled all over the lost and found box and
POOF! It came to life! Here in the secret world of misplaced items, all that was
left behind thrives and flourishes! Here a lost sock comes to life, a discarded
umbrella might sprout into a tree, scratched CD Mermaids swim in an ocean of
water bottle fish. Let the bright colours and larger than life creations inspire you
to make your own creature in the maker space, stocked with lost and found items
just waiting to be transformed! Everyone is welcome! “

PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
1. LAVA!, LEX STEPHENSEN
LAVA! is a piece about play, recovery from addiction, and the impact of ideas. An
important step in addiction recovery is redeveloping the capacity for play. LAVA!
reimagines the classic children’s game ‘The Floor is Lava’ as an allegory for recovery.
Caution signs around the piece emphasize the constant vigilance necessary for
recovery. The fractured grass patches allude to the artist's own struggle with
alcoholism, and the fracturing of the self that results from addiction. The sudden
and frightening nature of the ‘lava alarm’ mimics the experience of triggers. Will you
embrace the opportunity to play like a child? Will you allow a fictitious notion like, “the
floor is lava,” or “I can’t live without my drug of choice” to impact your travels? ///
Lex Stephenson is a gender queer Saint Johner. They hold a Master of Arts in
Museum Studies from the University College London and a Bachelor of Knowledge
Integration from the University of Waterloo. They currently work as an archivist and
live in uptown Saint John. Lex usually channels their creativity into designing museum
exhibitions; THIRD SHIFT 2019 is Lex’s first foray into the art world.
Viewing is fully accessible, participation may be limited for some. Loud noises
and flashing lights. Nearest accessible and ungendered bathroom in Picaroons.

2. BOOK-IN-A-NIGHT, ROBERTO SANTAGUIDA
Book-in-a-Night is a writing marathon where the community writes a book in a single
night. The first contributor will be given a random setting, two human characters, a
non-human character, an issue, and five random words at the start of the evening.
Each collaborator will add a composition or phrase in sequence, only being allowed
to see the end of what the previous person has contributed. The story will be put on
display at the end of the evening. ///
Since completing his studies in film production at Concordia University, Roberto
Santaguida’s films and videos have been shown at more than 300 international
festivals. He has also taken part in artist residencies in numerous countries, including
Iran, Romania, Germany, Norway, and Australia. Roberto is the recipient of the K.M.
Hunter Artist Award and a fellowship from Akademie Schloss Solitude in Germany.
One step up into gallery. Ungendered bathroom available.

3. PUSH/PULL, JESSICA PALMER
Push/Pull is a project devoted to using printmaking as a methodical tool for
considering the physical and emotional impact of geological erosion. The artist has
welcomed members of the public to work in a temporary print shop at the Saint John
Art Centre from August 15-16. Participants created stencils by carving the words
“PUSH” or “PULL” into linoleum blocks. In creating a space where bodies are focused
on the reductive tasks of carving and cutting, minds are left to meditate on the
meaning of the words. By creating a relationship between the control we have over
the tools, materials, and the task, we can recognize the lack of control we have over
the wearing away of the land from both natural and anthropogenic forces. ///
Jessica Palmer is an artist from Prince Edward Island currently based in Toronto. Her
work has been exhibited across Canada, including installations at CONTACT Festival
(Toronto), Galerie Sans Nom (Moncton), the Khyber Centre for the Arts (Halifax), and
Art in the Open (Charlottetown). Jessica has a BFA from Mount Allison University and
currently works as a technician at Open Studio Contemporary Printmaking Centre in
Toronto.
Fully accessible. Nearest accessible and ungendered bathroom in Picaroons.

4. GHOSTS, NATHAN CANN
The diptych titled Ghosts details the contours of Grannan’s narrow passage including
its evolution into a communal hub. Aside from Grannan Lane, Ghosts also refers to
narrow corridors Saint John residents walk through daily—places that feel haunting
on foggy nights, constricted yet openly inviting exploration. This is a common sight
throughout Atlantic Canada—structures lost in time and held up by modern things. ///
An undergraduate of Mount Allison University, Nathan Cann spends his days as a
maritime artist dabbling in new media, experimental printmaking, and wandering the
province in search of heritage. His current work focuses on the haunting of lands—
relentless industries keeping afloat Atlantic Canadian notions of heritage even if those
intentions sometimes find themselves misguided. Nathan will be instructing workshops
on monotype processes this fall at the Saint John Arts Centre.
Fully accessible. Nearest accessible and ungendered bathroom in Picaroons.

5. Variations Botaniques/Botanic Variations, COLLECTIF HAT
Green urban areas facilitate physical activity and relaxation, and form a refuge from
noise. Variations Botaniques/Botanic Variations creates a temporary architecture
that seeks to eliminate barriers between the built environment and its surrounding
ecosystem. In a time where climate change is ever-present, the artists intend to
shift consciousness towards a greener economy and highlight the importance of
responsible urbanization. ///
Collectif HAT is a group of three artists from different backgrounds, who have joined
forces to create multimedia art installations, experimental films and live VJ projections.
They work using a combination of mediums such as video, computer graphics, sound
and light. In 2018, their work was showcased at RE:FLUX, Inspire Festival, and FICFA
in Moncton. Recently theyʼve been researching immersive environments with the
hopes to integrate an interactive component in future works. Additionally, the collective
often performs VJ sets accompanying local bands or DJs throughout the Maritimes.
The presentation of Variations Botaniques/Botanic Variations was made possible with
the support of the Cultural Services of the Embassy of France in Canada.
Fully accessible. Uneven surface. Nearest accessible and ungendered bathroom
in Picaroons.

6. In Following Our Common Desires/Small Acts of Bipedal Resistance, SARAH JONES
In Following Our Common Desires/Small Acts of Bipedal Resistance is a project
based on desire paths within the urban context. Desire paths, or social trails, are
formed by heavily repeated pedestrian traffic and do not obey formal pathway
structures. These are often routes of expediency or practicality—an unplanned,
informal or unsanctioned shortcut/pathway through an urban park, for instance. Jones
has 'discovered' and charted several of these pathways within the THIRD SHIFT
geographical zone and marked them. Gold leaf on the marker plays with the idea of
desire and turns the identifying artifact itself into an object of desire. Jones wants to
show desire paths as small acts of everyday resistance and rule-breaking in an urban
setting, reminding pedestrians that we express agency through our movements and
may gradually reclaim empty spaces through our literal footfalls. ///
Sarah Jones (BA, MA Art History) is a visual artist, art historian, and curator. Her
visual practice looks at how we interact with urban and industrial environments. She
has participated in solo and group exhibitions across Canada and abroad, and her
work is held in the public collections of the University of New Brunswick and the New
Brunswick Art Bank. Jones is a recipient of numerous grants and awards, including
funding from ArtsNB and Canada Council for the Arts. Jones is based in Saint John.
In addition to her own practice, she is the curator at Jones Gallery and teaches art
history occasionally at the University of New Brunswick.
Portions of the installation are fully accessible, others involve narrow, uneven
terrain, or require the use of stairs.

7. KAMILLE CYR, 1/438
1/438 consists of 438 glow in the dark minimalist houses. Scattered around,
surrounded by an environment of brick and concrete, 1/438 comes to life when
passers-by move or take them. These small sculptures encourage passers-by to be
part of the action. They reflect the daily alteration of an environment by the people
who use it. Faced with the discovery of one of the houses during the event, it is
possible to speculate on the location of others. They travel with the help of people's
journeys. Without a fixed motive, they become alive and uncontrollable. Follow their
movement on social media using the hashtag #1/438 ///
Kamille Cyr is a multidisciplinary artist working and living in Québec City. Her work
uses accumulation and material irony to present a spectacle of geometric shapes,
repetitive objects and colours. Cyr explores her interest in a variety of social issues
such as material consumerism and its social impact on the environment through
methods of mass production.
Portions of the installation are fully accessible, others require the use of stairs.

8. SHEDDING, KC WILCOX
Shedding is a series of sculptural replicas of discarded objects found on Tin Can
Beach—the last remaining coastline with natural features on Saint John’s southcentral peninsula, unceded territory of the Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq Peoples. Using
the technique of rubber latex casting, the work explores “wild objects”—the unwanted
material by-product of industry situated on Tin Can Beach—past and present, and
the things unsheltered from our domestic spaces. Both have been left unprotected
and vulnerable to their destructive potential to harm the natural environment. This
series draws attention to the transformation of things into waste and the destabilizing
effect waste has on the natural world. It speaks to our instincts towards caring and
consumption, addressing the ways in which we participate in the life—and afterlife—
of commodities. ///
KC Wilcox is a Canadian artist working with sculpture and mold-making. Her practice
is centered on using everyday forms and objects as a way to explore relationships
to human bodies in natural and domestic spaces. Wilcox is of English settler and
Acadien ancestry. Since graduating from NSCAD in 2014, she has exhibited work
across Canada in public galleries, artist-run centres, and DIY venues. She is a former
Executive Director of Connexion, an artist-run centre in Fredericton. She lives in Saint
John (unceded territory of the Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq Peoples), where she is CoDirector and Curator (with Emily Saab) of Visitors, a gallery-shop project space.
Fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.
.9. EXPERIENCE THE MAGIC, ARIANNA RICHARDSON
Experience The Magic is a large, handmade tapestry constructed entirely from
discarded plastic and consumer waste that has been collected by the artist over the
past year. This tapestry is made using various quilting techniques, embodied with
time and labour spent contemplating the factory-to-consumer-to-landfill trajectory
of material goods. Experience The Magic is both a spectacle of consumption and a
hypothetical and absurd solution to the excesses of waste material that cycle through
our lives each year. ///
Arianna Richardson is a sculptor, performance artist, and mother from Treaty
Seven territory (Sik-ooh-kotok/Lethbridge). Richardson most often works under
the pseudonym, The Hobbyist, employing hobby-craft techniques to work through
an investigation of ubiquitous consumption, gendered labour, waste, excess, and
spectacle. Richardson holds a BFA (2013) in Studio Arts from the University of
Lethbridge and an MFA (2018) from NSCAD. She was awarded the Roloff Beny
Photography Scholarship in 2012 and the Alberta Arts Graduate Scholarship in
2016. Her work was recently featured in the December 2018 issue of Performance
Research, “On Generosity”.
Viewing is fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.

10. RUNATAL PROTOTYPE, JOHN EDWARD CUSHNIE
The Rúnatal Prototype is a performance wherein the artist spent three days and two
nights fasting in a tree in an attempt to enact a feat from Norse mythology. It is in the
sacred ash that Odin, the father of the Norse gods, is said to have spent nine days
on a quest for wisdom described within the Rúnatal, a 13th century Scandinavian
manuscript. As the most powerful figure within Norse mythology, Odin would seem
to want for nothing, and yet, according to the Rúnatal his energy was largely devoted
to an on-going quest for wisdom. This search for wisdom, however, is not merely a
quest for knowledge, but can instead be seen as a search for vulnerability–the only
wisdom left to the powerful. What is seen here are the physical and digital remains of
the performance. The shroud and harness, illuminated by footage documenting the
48-hour period, and a short documentary video made by Toronto-based artist Kelly
O'Dette. ///
John Edward Cushnie is a professional artist living in New Brunswick with a practice
focused on human vulnerability as it relates to the physical environment, notions of
individuality, and contemporary representations of masculinity. John has served as
a visual arts instructor at Mount Allison University, the Ontario College of Art and
Design University, and Western University, and has been involved with the Canadian
artist-run centre movement for a number of years. He currently serves as a director
of ArtsLink NB and is represented by Buckland Merrifield Gallery in Saint John.
Viewing is fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.

11. INSTRUCTIONS FOR LIGHTING A FIRE, JARED PERRY
The least helpful how-to video instructing those who need help getting that summer
bonfire roaring. Don’t give up; it will light sometime… ///
Jared Perry is a multimedia artist living in PEI. After receiving his BFA from Mount
Allison University he has been an active member of the Charlottetown art community.
Primarily working from video sources and instructions found in packaging, he depicts
the movement of the body performing everyday gestures. In both his drawings and
video work there persists an unusual pairing of futility and humor.
Viewing is fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.

12. AHREUM LEE, I+CARE
I+CARE is a series of advertisements for imagined future furniture. These surrealistic
instructions for home equipment are intended to mock the ubiquity of commercial
ads for DIY products and expose their system of influence. The artist conceives
impossible health machine DIY kits to portray a “future” where one “imagines” that
every stress-related medical problem could be solved by oneself. Packed with playful
ironies, Lee’s work illuminates the anxiety of living in non-permanent residences in a
capital-oriented society as well as the rhetorical power of positive lifestyle marketing
permeating urban culture through “do it yourself” and “self-care” commercial ads.
This group of works is a meditation on alienation and anxiety caused by shadow
labour markets in our neoliberal economies. ///
Ahreum Lee is a multimedia artist and musician from Seoul, South Korea. She is
currently pursuing her MFA at Concordia University. Working primarily through the
medium of sound her work examines the feedback loop caused by the codependent
relationship between the individual and society. Prior to immigrating to Canada she
exhibited her multi-disciplinary work extensively in her home country. Since moving
to North America, she has exhibited and performed at Fonderie Darling in Montreal
as well as at Studio XX as part of the HTMLLES festival, Axis Lab in Chicago, and at
the Sightings cube of the Leonard and Bina Ellen Gallery.
Viewing is fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.

13. UP-STACK, DOWN-STACK, ALEXIS BULMAN
“After undergoing major spinal surgery, a student is no longer able to participate in gym
class. The phys ed teacher sits the student at a desk, places 12 red cups in front of
her and presses play to a VHS tape of competitive cup stacking. For three semesters
the student sits alone and stacks 12 red cups in different sequences in varied levels of
complexity and clumsiness. No ever competes against her, or checks her technique.”
A true gym class experience is retold and related to the similarly isolating and
repetitive process of receiving medical care (examinations, tests, ticking clocks,
beeping machines). Through performance, Up-Stack, Down-Stack, allows the interior
struggles of an invisible disability to be played out through outer terrains of competitive
cup-stacking. ///
Alexis Bulman is a Prince Edward Island artist, currently working out of Montreal.
Bulman graduated from NSCAD University in 2013 and employs her training by
assuming the role of a facilitator/builder of installations, sculptures, and video works
that translate the patterns of her physical movement and bodily occupation of space
into visual form. Bulman’s work integrates physical difference into pieces naturally and
without compromise by studying and celebrating the behavioral similarities between
body and place as we co-exist to find the path of least resistance.
Viewing is fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.

14. Posing the Pluriverse, AMY ASH *THIRD SHIFT ARTIST IN RESIDENCE
Similar to the term multi-verse, pluriverse refers a set of all possible universes and
simultaneous realities and dimensions. In economics, it refers to the plurality of
economic systems in the world and their interaction. In geography and anthropology,
it refers to a move towards fostering a de-colonial response to the multiplicity of
experiences and ways of knowing. The pluriverse, as a concept, values a diverse
range of experience and is non-hierarchical in nature.
Posing the Pluriverse is an interactive installation consisting of a collection of
large scale images, generated through community collaboration. Presented as a
representation of possible alternative, concurrent, or future worlds, they are hung in the
public sphere and—in the tradition of studio photography—act as backdrops. Viewers
are invited to enter each space to participate in the possibility of the pluriverse, posing
for a photograph as proof of their journey. ///
Amy Ash is an interdisciplinary artist engaged with processes of meaning-making
leading to a sense of belonging. She traces connectivity through the intersections of
memory, learning, and wonder to incite curiosity. Her practice flows between curatorial
projects, teaching, socially engaged action, and hands-on studio making. Amy has
exhibited and curated programmes internationally, with projects recently commissioned
by National Gallery London and The NB International Sculpture Symposium. Of
settler ancestry, she currently lives and works in Saint John which sits on the unceded
territory of the Wolastoqiyik and Mi’kmaq Peoples.
Viewing is fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.

15. THE CLOUD FACTORY, CHRIS DONOVAN
“As a kid, I looked up at the pulp mill while driving over the Harbour Bridge and asked
my father if it made all of the world's clouds. ‘No,’ he replied. ‘They make money.’”
This interaction has been the foundation of Donovan’s artistic practice. The Cloud
Factory project is a reflection on growing up in a company town. It's a comment on the
realities of inevitable compromise when a town relies on harmful industry for survival.
“Ultimately, the project is my love letter to Saint John. My hometown. A city that I find
challenging, ugly, beautiful, timeless, difficult, and perfect all at the same time.” ///

Chris Donovan is a lens-based artist and photojournalist currently based between
Toronto and his home-town of Saint John. He has twice been named Canadian
Photojournalist of the Year and works regularly with The New York Times, The
Globe and Mail, Maclean's Magazine, and others. His artistic practice has brought
him from Saint John, to Kenya, and to Flint, Michigan, to document the shared
human experience. His work has been recognized by the National Newspaper
Awards, Pictures of the Year International and others; but he is often best-known in
Saint John for his earliest photo project, “Humans of Saint John”.
Viewing is fully accessible. Nearest ungendered, accessible bathroom at SJTL.

16. the SMOKE-FILLED ROOM, MARISSA SEAN CRUZ
Cruz’ interest in linguistics, politics, and pop culture feed into the creation of an
alternate, dystopic reality that addresses issues of labour, race, and identity in her
work the smoke-filled room. Within this installation-based video projection, she
becomes the Jollibee, a well-recognized character in Filipinx pop culture that is
associated with a major fried chicken chain restaurant in the Philippines. She has
chosen the Jollibee character because of its ability to represent racialized migrant
labour.
Karaoke is a popular pastime for Filipinx people. It is a common recreational activity
that connects the community. With this in mind, Cruz will host a karaoke night at the
Saint John Tool Library. ///
Marissa Sean Cruz is an interdisciplinary artist. Cruz’s practice is based in Tiohtiá:ke
(Montreal) and is focused in video and performance. As a biracial Filipinx, Cruz’s
work negotiates a layered socioracial identity. Through symbolism and linguistics,
Cruz offers propositions to challenge social engagements—specifically relating
to notions within Western and South-East Asian labour. These confrontations,
conceptual systems, and prop-comedy performances comment on her relations to
the diaspora.
Viewing is fully accessible. For karaoke, a ramp to enter is available and a 		
ungendered accessible bathroom is on site.

17. ANNE-MARIE DONOVAN, Peace March & PROTEST
Peace March is for a group of forward and backward walkers guiding each other
through public space. It is necessarily slow, silent, and mindful, qualities needed to
walk in this manner safely. Trust, awareness, fear, collaboration, calm, and deep
listening are experiences that emerge.
Protest features community performers uttering a series of sounds in unison drawn
from a meditation by Michael Vetter. Protest brings attention to the importance of
speaking out, the vital right to protest, the potentially revolutionary nature of protest
(the vocal utterances are inherently disruptive by virtue of how absurd they sound),
and the community-building aspects of protest. The piece is also quite humorous
and can be performed through joy and cathartic release. ///
Anne-Marie Donovan is a theatre and opera director, performer, and creator,
originally from Montreal. Anne-Marie has created a number of works for the
stage: Maanomaa, Frankenstein’s Ghosts, and The Last 15 Seconds. She is now
working on the creation of Echos de Phèdre here in New Brunswick, and très loin
with BoucharDanse in Toronto. Anne-Marie moved from Ontario to the Kingston
Peninsula in 2017.
Viewing is fully accessible for portions of the performance while some areas
involve narrow, uneven terrain or require the use of stairs.

